Appendix .DK of the Agreement
This appendix only concerns the registration and administration
of domain names with the ending .DK.
.DK is the 2-Letter ISO Country Code of Denmark.
Preliminary Remark:
Key-Sytems GmbH through 1API GmbH accredited and authorized registrar of "DK
Hostmaster A/S" for the domain extension .DK.
RSP and KS agree that RSP can register, renew and administer domain names
beneath .DK for his customers through KS.
The following paragraphs apply:

1. Registration Requirements
All accredited registrars of "DK Hostmaster A/S" are committed to these terms and
conditions.
Each customer who registers a domain beneath .DK has to accept the following terms
and conditions. RSP is committed to bind his customers according to these regulations.
"General conditions for the assignment, registration and administration of domain
names under the .DK top-level domain", currently available under:
=> https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/fileadmin/filer/pdf/generelle_vilkaar/
generelle_vilkaar_EN04.pdf
=>https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/terms
Please note that all registrations of domain names under .DK must be activated within
30 days by
following the instructions contained in an email which is sent from the registry directly to
the email
address listed in the owner contact data. Domains that are not activated will be
automatically
deleted by the registry without refund. RSP must inform customer about this
requirement.
"Act on Internet Domains Specifically Allocated to Denmark":
=>https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/general-terms-and-conditions
The general terms and conditions and domain registration policies of HEXONET also
apply:
=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/gTLD_domain_registration_policies_na
=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/gTLD_domain_registration_policies_eu
=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/service-agreements

Furthermore the general terms and conditions and domain registration policies of 1API
also apply:
=> https://www.1api.net/legal/gtld_domain_registration_policies
=> https://www.1api.net/legal/terms-of-service
Whois Services:
=> https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/english/self-service/find-dk-domain-name
Please note that there will new regulations enter into force May 3rd 2021 please check
the following page frequently for updates:
=>https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/terms
The RSP makes sure the RNH is aware of the following:
•

.DK launches a management service, where a registrant now can choose to let a
registrar completely take care of the administration of their domain name and at
the same time retain the same consumer protection. It will still be possible for a
registrant to manage their domain name via DK Hostmaster's self-service portal,
including the use of a billing contact and a proxy.

•

The registrant's obligation to keep their contact information correct has been
clarified, and so have DK Hostmaster's power to control this. The consequence
of not having accurate contact information, is that all domain names registered to
the registrant are suspended and thereafter deleted.
The suspension period is unified so that it is 25 days regardless of the reason for
suspension.

•

=>https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/terms

Data processing
Please note that .dk made no changes in the context of GDPR.
The Registrant information such as name and address information is public in the Whois
database, available on the Registry's website. This is a requirement under the Domain
Names Act, whether the registrant is an organization or an individual.
DK Hostmaster will continue to publish the name, address and telephone number of
registrants, as this is a requirement in the Domain Names Act. This means that DK
Hostmaster has a legal basis for the publication.

Anonymity
You can only be anonymous in the database if you are registered in the Danish Civil
Registration System as having name and address protection.
You are automatically hidden in the database when you are registered in the Danish
Civil Registration System as having name and address protection.
Read more about name and address protection at borger.dk

2. Domain Name Dispute Resolution
Dispute procedures:
=> https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/terms
"Rules concerning the Complaints Board", currently available under:
=> https://www.dk-hostmaster.dk/en/terms

3. Duration
The registration or renewal of registration can take place for time periods of 1, 2, 3 or 5
years, in annual steps.

4. Costs
RSP will ensure through it's Registration Agreement that the registrants acknowledge
and agree, that domain names may be variably priced under .BEAUTY. This may also
apply to transfers and renewals.
The prices of a standard registration and included services can be viewed directly
through the WebInterface under the respective Top-Level-Domain. Premium prices will
be provided upon request.
All costs will be charged in USD, meaning that when registering a Domain we will
automatically exchange the respective fee into USD according to the daily exchange
rate of the European Central Bank (ECB)
V.A.T. only applies to RSPs who have their corporate office in Germany or to RSPs
within the European Union, who do not possess a valid V.A.T. ID. The V.A.T. Is not
applicable to RSPs outside the European Union.
Individual pricing agreements, especially generalized pricing schedules that have been
agreed upon prior to the availability of this TLD do not apply to the TLD(s) under this
appendix. Only the prices listed in the account or individually agreed upon prices that
explicitly refer to this/these TLD(s) apply.
No refund is possible for domains deleted due to lack of activation.

